In this paper we are interested in possible extensions of an inequality due to Minkowski:
Introduction
In 1901, Minkowski proved that the following inequality holds for any non-empty bounded open convex subset Ω ⊂ R 3 whose boundary ∂Ω is a C 2 -surface:
where the integration of the scalar mean curvature H = 1 2 (κ 1 + κ 2 ) is done with respect to the two-dimensional Hausdorff measure referred to as A(.).
Announced in [13] , Inequality (1) is proved in [14, §7] assuming C 2 -regularity. The proof can also be found in [15, Chapter 6, Exercise (10) ] in the case of ovaloids, i.e. compact simply-connected C ∞ -surfaces whose Gaussian curvature is positive everywhere.
The original proof of Minkowski is based on the isoperimetric inequality together with SteinerMinkowski formulae. Hence, Inequality (1) remains true if ∂Ω is only a C 1,1 -surface (or equivalently, if ∂Ω has a positive reach). If we do not assume any regularity, the same inequality holds with the total mean curvature replaced by mean width. [14, §7] without proof. A proof due to Favard can be found in [6, Section 19 ] based on a Bonnesen-type inequality involving mixed volumes. In the appendix, we give a proof of inequality (1) , with the case of equality, in the axisymmetric situation, inspired by Bonnesen [1, Section VI, §35 (74)].
Equality holds in (1) if and only if Ω is an open ball. This was stated by Minkowski in
Inequality (1) is actually a consequence of a generalization due to Minkowski of the isoperimetric inequality. This generalization uses the notion of mixed volumes of convex bodies. We refer to [16, Theorem 6 .2.1, Notes for Section 6.2] and [2, Sections 49,52,56] for a more detailed exposition on that question.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the validity of (1) under other various assumptions, and on the related problem of minimizing the total mean curvature with area constraint:
for a suitable class C of surfaces in R 3 .
A motivation for Problem (2) is the study of the Canham-Helfrich energy, used in biology to model the shape of a large class of membranes:
where H 0 ∈ R is a fixed constant (called the spontaneous curvature) and A 0 = A(Σ) is the area of the membrane. In the particular case of membranes with negative spontaneous curvature H 0 < 0, one can wonder whether the minimization of E with area constraint can be done by minimizing individually each term. Since the Willmore energy Σ H 2 dA is invariant with respect to rescaling, and spheres are the only global minimizers, this reduction makes sense only if spheres are also the only solutions to Problem (2) . We prove in this paper that this is true if the problem is tackled in a particular class of surfaces.
Let us first introduce two classes of embedded 2-surfaces in R 3 : the class A 1,1 of all compact surfaces which are boundaries of axisymmetric sets (i.e. sets with rotational invariance around an axis), and the subclass A + 1,1 of axiconvex surfaces, i.e. surfaces which are boundaries of axisymmetric sets whose intersection with any plane orthogonal to the symmetry axis is either a disk or empty. We first prove the following:
where the equality holds if and only if Σ is a sphere. In particular, for any A 0 > 0:
and the sphere S A0 of area A 0 is the unique global minimizer of this problem.
We show then that this result cannot be extended to the general class of compact simplyconnected C 1,1 -surfaces in R 3 , and we even provide a negative clue for the extension to A 1,1 . More precisely: It follows obviously that:
Therefore, Problem (2) has no solution in the class of (compact simply-connected) C 1,1 -surfaces, and there is good reason to think that it might be the same within the class A 1,1 , but we were not able to prove it. However, although Problem (2) has no global minimizer, it is easily seen that the sphere S A0 of area A 0 is a local minimizer of (2) in the class of C 2 -surfaces (Remark 5.1) and it can also be proved that S A0 is the unique critical point of (2) in the class of C 3 -surfaces (Theorem 5.3) by computing the first variation of total mean curvature and of area (Proposition 5.2).
Hence, this leads us naturally to consider another problem:
for which we can prove: Theorem 1.3. Let A 1,1 denotes the class of axisymmetric C 1,1 -surfaces in R 3 , then:
Let us note that in 1973, Michael and Simon established in [12] a Sobolev-type inequality for m-dimensional C 2 -submanifolds of R n , for which the case m = 2 and n = 3 with f ≡ 1 gives the following inequality:
More precisely, the constant appearing in the above inequality is c 0 = We refer to the appendix of [17] for a concise proof of the above inequality using Simon's ideas. We also mention [3, Theorems 3.1, 3.2] for a weighted version of this inequality but less sharp as mentioned in the last paragraph of [3, Section 3.2].
The paper is organized as follows. We summarize in Table 1 several results and open questions related to Problems (2) and (3) (the term "inner-convex" refers to a closed surface which encloses a convex set). In Section 2, the notation used throughout the text is introduced and the basic definitions of surface, axisymmetry, and axiconvexity are recalled. Then, in Sections 3 and 4, we respectively give the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In Section 5, we study the optimality of the sphere for Problem (2) . Finally, Theorem 1.3 is proved in Section 6 and the Minkowski inequality (1) in the axisymmetric case is established in the appendix, where the equality case is also considered.
Definitions and notation
We refer to Montiel and Ros [15, Definition 2.2] for the definition of C k,α -surfaces without boundary embedded in R 3 . We only consider here surfaces homeomorphic to spheres, i.e. compact and simply-connected.
In this paper, we present several results on the particular class of C curve around the segment joining its ends, assuming that the segment meets the curve at no other point.
We choose the (xz)-plane as the curve plane and the z-line as the rotation axis. We denote by L > 0 the total length of the curve. We assume that the following parametrization holds for the curve (using the arc length s):
and we assume without loss of generality that γ(0) = (0, 0). The axisymmetric surface Σ spanned by the rotation of γ is the surface Σ parametrized by:
where t refers to the rotation angle about the z-axis. It is well-known that all geometric quantities can be expressed with respect to the angle θ between the x-axis and the tangent line to the curve. This defines a Lipschitz continuous map θ : [0, L] → R such that:
We also have dA = 2πx(s)ds, where dA is the infinitesimal area surface element. Moreover, applying Rademacher's Theorem, the principal curvatures κ 1 and κ 2 , implicitly defined by the scalar mean curvature H = 1 2 (κ 1 + κ 2 ) and the Gaussian curvature K = κ 1 κ 2 , exist almost everywhere and are explicitly given by:
Therefore total mean curvature Σ HdA and area A(Σ) are given by:
All these expressions can be found for example in [4, Section 3.3, Example 4] . Note that the signs of κ 1 and κ 2 depend on the chosen orientation. Throughout the article, the Gauss map always represents the outer unit normal field to the surface. Hence, on the sphere of radius R > 0, one can check that θ(s) = s R and κ 1 (s) = κ 2 (s) = 1 R . Definition 2.1. We say that Σ is an axisymmetric C 1,1 -surface and we write Σ ∈ A 1,1 if it is generated as above by a Lipschitz continuous map θ : [0, L] → R, which is admissible in the sense that the following three properties are fulfilled:
(i) the map θ satisfies the boundary conditions θ(0) = 0 and θ(L) = π;
(ii) the map γ obtained from θ satisfies
In particular, Σ has no boundary and no self-intersection. It is easy to check the strict inclusions: (convex and axisymmetric) ⊂ axiconvex ⊂ axisymmetric and to prove that an axisymmetric surface is axiconvex if and only if the ordinate function z is non-decreasing, also if and only if it is inner-convex in any direction orthogonal to the axis of revolution.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
First, we note that any axiconvex C 1,1 -surface Σ is generated by an admissible Lipschitz continuous
Section 2 (and L > 0 refers to the total length of the generating curve) with the following conditions:
The first condition of (8) is verified if (7) holds and if
The above conditions are also sufficient to obtain a
Indeed, the fact that the curve obtained from θ is simple can be deduced from this result.
Proof. The map γ can be identified with the differentiable map
, by the mean value theorem for vector-valued functions (see for instance [11] ), γ is one-to-one, and therefore a diffeomorphism by the global inversion theorem.
We also notice that the inner domain of Σ associated with θ : [0, L] → [0, π] satisfying (7), (8), and (9) is a non-empty bounded open subset of R 3 which is convex if and only if θ is non-decreasing. Indeed, in that case, the two principal curvatures are non-negative almost everywhere:
We prove Theorem 1.1 by using a non-decreasing rearrangement of θ:
where | . | refers here to the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. We split the proof into the following three steps:
1. We check that θ * generates an axisymmetric inner-convex
2. We show that:
3. We study the equality case.
It is convenient to first recall some well-known results about rearrangements. 
Then, the following properties hold true.
1. The map u * is non-decreasing.
2. The map u * is Lipschitz continuous with the same Lipschitz modulus as u.
3. For any continuous map F : [0, +∞[→ R, we have the following equality: 
For any continuous increasing map
F : [0, +∞[→ [0, +∞[, we have (F (u)) * = F (u * ).
(Hardy-Littlewood inequality) If
Proof. The above results are quite classical. We refer to [9, 10] for proofs and references. The first property corresponds to [10, Proposition 1. II.2 Property (P1). To be a bit more precise, the proofs are generally written for a non-increasing rearrangement of u. For instance, the rearrangement of u is defined in [10] by:
However, one can notice that:
and adapt the proofs of [10] in order to deduce the above properties.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Step 1: the map θ * defined by (10) generates an axisymmetric inner-convex
We only need to check (7), (8) , and (9) for θ * . Assertion (7) follows from the definition of θ * given in (10) . We define the functions:
Note that x * , z * are not the rearrangements of x, z. From Property 3 in Proposition 3.2, we get
Step 2: we compare the total mean curvature and the area of Σ with the ones of Σ * .
First, observe that we can obtain from an integration by parts:
where F is the continuous map x → sin x − x cos x. Using Property 3 in Proposition 3.2, we deduce that:
Now, since Σ * is an axisymmetric inner-convex C 1,1 -surface, we can apply the Minkowski Theorem, see (1) or Corollary 7.2:
Then, we need to compare the areas of Σ and Σ * . For that purpose, we are going to use the Hardy-Littlewood inequality combined with the following observation coming from an integration by parts:
Set u(s) = s and v(s) = 1 − cos θ(s) for every s ∈ [0, L]. These two functions being non-negative and Lipschitz continuous, we get from Property 5 of Proposition 3.2:
where u * and v * are the non-decreasing rearrangements of u and v, respectively. Since the continuous map x → 1 − cos x is non-negative and increasing on [0, π], we use Property 4 in Proposition 3.2 in order to get v * = (1 − cos(θ)) * = 1 − cos(θ * ) but we have also u * (s) = u(s) = s. Finally, we obtain that:
Combining (11), (12) , and (13), the inequality of Theorem 1.1 is therefore established:
Step 3: the equality case.
Assume that there exists Σ ∈ A + 1,1 such that the equality holds in the previous inequalities. Then, we have:
Therefore, since Σ * is an inner-convex C 1,1 -surface, using the Minkowksi Theorem, we deduce that Σ * must be a sphere (equality in (1), see Corollary 7.2). Now, we show that Σ ≡ Σ * i.e. θ = θ * . From (13) and (14), we have the equality:
where the map v : s → v(s) = 1 − cos θ(s) has already been introduced. The above equality and an integration by parts yield to the following relation:
, the Hardy-Littlewood inequality implies that:
Combining the above inequality and (15), we deduce that:
Hence, Σ ≡ Σ * and Σ must be a sphere. Conversely, any sphere Σ satisfies the equality Σ HdA = 4πA(Σ), which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section, we build two sequences of surfaces of constant area. The first one is not axisymmetric and its total mean curvature tends to −∞ while the other one is axisymmetric and its total mean curvature tends to zero. Figures 1 et 2 describe their respective constructions.
Total mean curvature is not bounded from below
We first compute the total mean curvature of a sphere of radius R > 0 where a neighbourhood of the north pole has been removed, and replaced by an internal sphere of small radius ε > 0. The two parts are glued so that the resulting surface referred to as Σ ε is an axisymmetric C 1,1 -surface illustrated in Figure 1 .
More precisely, let us fix ϕ ε = π 2 − ε and let us consider the function ϕ : [0, L] → R defined by: Figure 1 : the construction of the sequence of axisymmetric surfaces (Σ ε ) ε>0 .
In the above expression, there are three parameters ϕ ε , ϕ R and s 0 , but actually we will have to impose two extra conditions (16) and (17) to express that x(L) = 0 and z(L) = 2R − ε. The map ϕ is continuous and piecewise linear, and satisfies (7), (8), (9) . The surface Σ ε is obtained through formulas (4), (5) when θ is replaced by ϕ. The first part of the definition of ϕ generates almost a sphere of radius R > 0 since ϕ R will be chosen small. The third part generates almost an internal half-sphere of radius ε > 0. The second part corresponds to the gluing of the two spheres and has a length s 0 > 0. Let us note that L > 0 is the total length of the curve.
We compute x(s) = sin ϕ(t)dt and taking into account that the expression for the last interval describes a part of the sphere of radius ε, we get:
and also
We express now continuity of x(s) and z(s) at s = s 0 + R(π − ϕ R ). The first relation gives s 0 explicitly in terms of ϕ R and ϕ ε . The second one gives an implicit relation between ϕ R and ϕ ε .
and
The last relation can be rewritten, using the first relation, in the following form:
To see that this relation can be satisfied, we introduce the map f :
, which is smooth, decreasing and surjective. Hence, it is an homeomorphism on its image and the previous relation become with this notation:
We recall that ϕ ε = π 2 − ε and we get by a straightforward computation:
Using the expression of f , we deduce that sin(ϕ R ) = ε R + o(ε) and therefore, we obtain:
Now, we can compute the total mean curvature and the area of the surface. We obtain:
We can notice in the above expressions a first term which is the contribution of the sphere of radius R and a second one due to the half-sphere of radius ε and the gluing. Note that the gluing has some first order impact on these relations, which is not obvious at first sight. We are now in position to prove the first part of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We decide to perform many perturbations of that kind all around the sphere. Notice that, for ε small enough, the perturbation we defined is contained in a ball of radius 3 2 ε centred at the north pole. Thus it suffices to count how many such disjoint small balls we can put on the surface of the sphere of radius R. We will also use the fact that each perturbation makes a contribution for the total mean curvature and the area as −π(2− π 2 )ε and πε 2 (respectively) at first order, according to (19). We will denote by N ε the number of perturbations. We first divide the surface of the sphere in slices S k of latitude between . Consequently, the total number of patches where we can put disjoint ball of diameter 3ε is given by:
Using that K ε satisfies πR 8ε
we deduce from (20) that
Then, the resulting C 1,1 -surface obtained this way (written again Σ ε ) is compact simplyconnected (and not axisymmetric). Moreover, we deduce from (21):
Finally, we make a rescaling of Σ ε such that its area is exactly the required area A 0 . First, we set R > 0 such that 4πR 2 = A 0 , i.e. the sphere of radius R has area A 0 . Then we set:
Hence, the surface t ε Σ ε has area A 0 and we have:
By letting ε tend to zero, we thus obtain the first part of Theorem 1.2. The total mean curvature, even constrained by area, is not bounded from below.
A sequence converging to a double sphere
We now detail the construction of a sequence ( Σ ε ) ε>0 of axisymmetric C 1,1 -surfaces of constant area whose total mean curvature tends to zero, which will end the proof of Theorem 1.2. Figure 2 : the construction of the sequence of axisymmetric surfaces ( Σ ε ) ε>0 .
We consider the sequence of surfaces ( Σ ε ) ε>0 described in Figure 2 . They consist in two spheres of radius R > 0 and R − 2r > 0 glued together at a distance δ > r > 0 of the axis of revolution and such that the generating map θ : [0, L] → R is piecewise linear. More precisely, we have:
where L = 2δ + π(2R − r) > 0 is the total length of the generating curve. Then, a computation of
cos θ(t)dt and z(s) = s 0 sin θ(t)dt gives the following relations:
Finally, we obtain the following expressions:
Now, we impose that δ = 2r > r > 0. The last relation is thus a second order polynomial in R > 0 and for each (small) r, there exists a unique positive root R r such that A( Σ ε ) = A 0 . Moreover, R r converges to R 0 = A 0 /8π when r → 0. Then, we see that the total mean curvature converges to zero from above as r tends to 0 + , which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
The sphere is the unique smooth critical point
According to Theorem 1.2, the sphere is not a global minimizer of (2) in the class of C 1,1 -surfaces. However, in this section, we establish that the sphere is always a smooth local minimizer. Then, we compute the first variation of total mean curvature and area to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation associated to (2) . We deduce that the sphere is the unique smooth critical point of (2).
Remark 5.1. Since the ball of radius R is a strictly convex set whose boundary has principal curvatures everywhere equal to 1/R, any perturbation of class C 2 of the sphere yields a perturbation of class C 0 of its curvatures and then the perturbed domain remains convex. From (1), the sphere is a global minimizer of (2) among compact inner-convex C 2 -surfaces so the sphere is obviously a local minimizer of total mean curvature for small perturbations of class C 2 .
Proposition 5.2 (First variation of total mean curvature and area). Assume that Σ is a compact simply-connected C 2 -surface. Consider a smooth vector field V : R 3 → R 3 and the family of maps φ t : x ∈ Σ → x + tV(x). Then, we have:
where N : Σ → S 2 refers to the Gauss map representing the outer unit normal field of Σ. Moreover, if Σ is a compact simply-connected C 3 -surface, then we also get:
where K = κ 1 κ 2 refers to the Gaussian curvature.
Proof. The first variation of area is classical, see for example [8, Corollary 5.4.16] . Concerning the first variation of total mean curvature, we refer to [5, Theorem 2.1] or [8, Theorem 5.4.17] . Using the notation of [5] i.e. J(Σ) = Σ HdA, we get in the case where ψ(x, Σ) represents any extension of the scalar mean curvature H, and ψ (Ω; V) its shape derivative in the direction V:
Now, Lemma 3.1 in [5] states ψ (Σ; V) = − 1 2 ∆ Σ V , where V = V · N and ∆ Σ = div Σ ∇ Σ is the usual Laplace-Beltrami operator. Moreover, from [5, Lemma 3.2] , and since Σ is C 3 , we get
2 + κ 1 κ 2 . Therefore we deduce:
which gives the announced result and concludes the proof of Proposition 5.2.
Theorem 5.3. Within the class of compact simply-connected C 3 -surfaces, if the area is constrained to be equal to a fixed positive number, then the corresponding sphere is the unique critical point of the total mean curvature.
Proof. Consider any critical point Σ of (2) which is a compact simply-connected C 3 -surface. From Proposition 5.2, there exists a Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ R such that K = 2λH. Let us observe that λ = 0 otherwise K = 0 which is not possible (indeed, any compact surface has a point where K > 0 [15, Exercise 3.42]). Now assume that λ < 0. Then, from the relation
κ 1 κ 2 = K, we get from the continuity of the scalar mean curvature and the connectedness of Σ that either H 2λ or H 0. But this cannot happen since there is a point where 2λH = K > 0 i.e. H < 0 and a point where H 0. To see this last point, consider any plane far enough from the compact surface Σ and move it in a fixed direction. At the first point of contact between this plane and the surface Σ, it is locally convex i.e. κ 1 0 and κ 2 0. We deduce that at this point H 0. Therefore, λ must be non-negative. In the same way, we prove that H 2 K = 2λH impose that H 2λ everywhere and also that K 4λ 2 > 0. Hence, Σ is an ovaloid, i.e. a compact simply-connected C 2 -surface with K > 0, so its inner domain is a convex body [15, Theorem 6.1] .
Integrating the relation 2λH = K, we get 2λ Σ HdA = Σ KdA = 4π, the last relation coming from the Gauss Bonnet Theorem [15, Theorem 8.38 ]. Now, multiply the relation 2λH = K by the number X · N(X), where X refer to the position of any point on the surface and N the outer unit normal field. Integrating over Σ and using [15, Theorem 6.11] give the following identity:
Consequently, we obtain λ = π/A(Σ) and Σ HdA = 4πA(Σ). To conclude, we apply the equality case in Minkowski inequality (1): Σ has to be a sphere as required.
Remark 5.4. In the proof of Proposition 5.3, we show that when the Gaussian curvature K and the mean curvature H are proportional, the surface has to be a sphere. We only need C 2 -regularity for this part. This result can be seen as a particular case of Alexandrov's uniqueness Theorem which deals with the similar question where a relation involving H and K holds. Usually, more regularity is required, see e.g. [15, Exercise 3 .50] and [7, Appendix] .
Proof of Theorem 1.3
We consider here any axisymmetric C 1,1 -surface Σ ∈ A 1,1 generated by an admissible Lipschitz continuous map θ : [0, L] → R, where L > 0 refers to the total length of the generating curve. We refer to Section 2 for precise definitions. The idea is to use again a certain rearrangement of θ:
As shown in Figure 3 , it consists in reflecting all parts of the range of θ which are outside the interval [0, π] inside it. From a geometrical point of view, it is like unfolding the surface to make it inner-convex in any direction orthogonal to the axis of revolution. Figure 3 : the rearrangement θ → θ and the corresponding axisymmetric surfaces.
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, this one is divided into three steps:
1. We show that θ is generating an axiconvex C 1,1 -surface Σ ∈ A + 1,1 .
2. We establish that:
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
Step one:
The map θ is Lipschitz continuous and valued in [0, π] by construction. From Proposition 3.1, we have to check Relations (7), (8) and (9) . The first one comes directly from the definition of θ . The second and third ones come from the odd and even parity of the cosine and sine functions. Indeed, observe that:
Step 2: comparing the total mean curvature and the area of Σ and Σ .
Concerning the area, the equality is straightforward:
Then, we have:
Consequently, we deduce that:
where the last inequality comes from Theorem 1.1 applied to the axiconvex C 1,1 -surface Σ .
If we have equality in the above relation, it means that Σ is a sphere from the equality case of Theorem 1.1. Therefore, we have: 
Hence, the above inequality gives L + s 1 L − s 1 which is not possible since s 1 > 0. Let us now assume that there exists s 0 ∈]0, L[ such that θ(s 0 ) > π. More precisely, since θ(0) = 0, let us consider the first point s 2 ∈]0, L[ such that θ(s 2 ) = π. Since 0 ≤ θ(s) < π for any s < s 2 ; we have by definition θ(s) = θ (s) = π L s for any s < s 2 . But, passing to the limit s → s 2 , this leads to θ (s 2 ) = π ⇔ s 2 = L, which is not possible. To conclude, we proved that θ is valued in [0, π]. Hence, we have θ = θ so Σ must be a sphere. Conversely, any sphere satisfies the equality in (1), which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
7 Appendix: a proof of Minkowski's Theorem in the axisymmetric case
In this section we give a short proof, inspired by Bonnesen [1, Section 6, §35 (74)], of Minkowski's Theorem in the axisymmetric case. This result is used in particular in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 7.1 (Bonnesen [1] ). Consider any axisymmetric C 1,1 -surface Σ whose inner domain is assumed to be a convex subset of R 3 . Then, we have:
where L = πλ refers to the total length of the generating curve.
Proof. Let Σ ∈ A 1,1 and λ ∈ R be given. Using section 2, we have in terms of generating map θ : [0, L] → R: We perform two integration by parts and we get: Proof. From Proposition 7.1, the polynomial in λ has real roots, thus its discriminant must be non-negative, which gives the above inequality. Now if equality holds, λ = L/π is a double root, that is: Since πλ = L, we get thatθ(s) = 0 almost everywhere thusθ = 1 λ a.e. Hence, we get that θ is linear everywhere since the constant function 1 λ is continuous and Σ is a sphere as required.
